ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES
SCORER
Scorers collect and tabulate scores and post results for the entire event. Scorers are required to
set up the tournament on the computer prior to the start of the event.
Requirements: Appropriate level of certification for event
Arrive prepared with equipment and supplies
Fulfill role in collaboration with the Chief Scorer
Tournament setup/prior to start of tournament:
- Obtain and record the skiers’ birth year, skier identification number, division and events
they are skiing in, jump ramp heights and speeds, the tournament locations and site
code, and the event sanction id.
- Using scores provided, verify the skiers have met the tournament qualifications for entry.
(i.e. minimum scores or placements for entry in the National Championship) and enter
“best” scores from the previous 12 months for seeding purposes.
- In the event there is no evidence of qualifying scores, communicate with the
athlete or designate
- *In class C tournaments qualifying scores will not be necessary. However
previous scores may be used for seeding the skiers in the divisions/events.
- Enter all information in the scoring program.
- Print and post event running orders.
- Print judges scoring sheets for all events.
- Slalom
- boat judge, tower judges, gate judges and recap for scorer.
- Jump
- boat judge and video measurement judges, as well as running order for
the event judges.
- Trick
- Running orders for trick timing judge, and trick calling judges.
- Typically judges will be provided blank sheets of paper to write the skiers
name on and the tricks they have observed.
- Print running orders for Chief of Competition, dock starter and when requested for team
captains.
- Post running orders near the dock and or skier area.
During the tournament:
- Collect all scores from the judges and input them into the computer system.
- Input names of officials, judges, scorers, boat drivers for each division and event.
- Slalom
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Receive the scores and boat times from the judges after each successful or
unsuccessful slalom pass.
Scorer will then determine the majority score, determine if the boat times are
accurate, and input the score and times into the computer system.
Verify that the skier will continue to the next pass or if they have completed and
confirm the score.

Jump
- Receive the scores and boat times from the judges after each successful jump.
- The boat times are checked for accuracy and imputed into the computer system
along with the jump distances.
- If the skier opted to ‘pass’ on the jump or if they had a ‘fall’, the scorer will input if
the skier fell or passed.
Trick
- Receive the trick sheets and timing sheets from the judges.
- With these sheets, the scorer reconciles the tricks to determine which tricks
received credit and which tricks did not receive credit.
- Along with determining whether the judges have given credit or no credit for the
tricks, the scorer will review the timing sheet and place the end of course time
where needed.
- The scorers will input the tricks into the computer system, mark them credit or no
credit, and mark where the end of time is.
- The computer will then calculate the total score for each trick pass.
If ties occur, the scorer will advise the Chief of Competition that a run off is required
After each division, the scorer should print the results and post them for the athletes to
view.
After complete trick divisions have finished, the results and trick sheets should be
available for the athletes to view outside of the officials area for a period of 30 minutes
as identified in the rule book
Where a Canadian record has been broken, print off the appropriate forms for the
athlete.

Post Tournament:
- When the event is finished and score input is completed, the scorer must submit all files
from the event to WSWC.
- If the tournament is sanctioned as a WRC or WRL files must also be submitted to IWWF.
- At the Nationals, provide recent scores for calculation of the Open event.
- Where medals are being awarded, provide a print out of division and event placements.
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